Inner Van Allen radiation belt in the nose cone of an Atlas missile on October
13, 1960. The trajectory, from Cape Canaveral to Ascension island, was
nearly Identical to that of a flight on July Z I • 1959, the results of which have been reported (Armstrong. Harrison, Beckman, and Rosen, 1961) . The maxunum altitude attained was 1185 ki1ometer, 60 kilometers higher than in the earUer flight.. The purpose of Irradiating the ernulsiàn detectors under similar flight conditions was to extend the spectrum to lower energies than had been possible In the previous experiment and to invests gate the stability of the radiation in the Inner belt.
GEOMETRY
For this flight a 4X4 inch section was removed from, the aft ring of the nose cone and replaced by a thin-windowed canister containing the emulsions.
With this geometry the only materials traversed by the incident radiation4 before entering the emulsion detectors, were the windows scaling the canister and its contents, and a email amOunt of low-density insulating material.
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The various emulsion stacks were designed and positioned In the canister to provide diLfe rent areas of information. This stack was to be LUsed for investigating the high-energy protons in the -Van Allen radiation in case stack A incurred serious distortIons during processing.
Although the aft ring of the nose cone sustained excessive beating during re-entry, the heating èaused little damage to the contents of the canister. The top emulelon peflicle in each of the two email stacks analyzed (1 and 2) had been overheated to such an extent that they were unusable. It was for just such a contingency that the two upper pellicles were only ZOO IL thick; it was hoped that if heat damage should occur, only this thickness might be bit. Such, indeed, proved to be the case. The minimum proton energies for the analyzed stacks I and 2 were therefore actually 12.6 and 119 Mev. respectively. The large stack in section A suffered no detectable damage. 
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The maximum energy of protons brought to rest In the emulsion was 190
Mev. nergios above this valuel were determined by ionization measurements.
Two methods of scanning were used: (a) "atongthe-track," and (b) "area."
In method (a) the emulsion was scanned along a line 1.5 mm (Emin 31 May) or 3.0 mm (37 Mev) from the entrance edge. All trackø that entered the smut- 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spçtruxn
The complete proton energy spectrum in shown in Fig. Z The spectrum below 80 May exhibits a quite different character from that expected from the albedo hypothesis. (Singer, 1958 ab; Hess, 1959; Freden and WhIte, 1960; and Lenchek and Sin, .1961 ). Instead of a monotonicaily decreasing spectrum with increasing energy, there is observed a broad, flat maximum centered at about 36 May and a minimum near 20 May, with an mdication of a rise toward lower energies. Above 80 Mev the apectrum steepene with increasing energy. consistent with the prediction of the a1bedo-neütron theory.
Few, if any, protons in excess of 660 May. i.e., y-1 0.7, were detected in the experiment. This is in agreement with the re8ults of the July, 1959 experiment, in which the most energetic proton detected was 610± 100 May.
The resulte of this experiment are compared with the proton-energy spectrum,obtainod from our previous (July. 1959) flight in Fig. 3 . The July, -1959 spectrum in normalized to the present (October. 1960) data in the region of 100 Mev. Also shown are the theoretical.curvea of the equilibrium-proton-energy spectrum as given by Fedeu and White (1960) and Lenchek and Singer (1961) , each normalized to the data at 100 Mev. The results of-these measurements, in addition to thcey_reden-and-White-------(1960), are tabulated in Table I. •40
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